MAKING
THE MOUNTAINS
CLOSER

making the mountains
closer WITH THE NEW
ELAN VOYAGER

In our new world, one thing remains crystal clear
- devoted skiers still want to spend their precious
spare time in the mountains. And in the face of rapidly
changing travel habits, anything that can make that
goal easier to achieve is invaluable.
The new Elan Voyager: the world’s first fully functional,
folding, all-mountain ski. Convenient to transport - be
it by car, train or plane: simply & quickly pack it into
its custom bag. Despite being so space-efficient - the
Voyager will tackle anything a demanding skier can
throw at it without sacrificing any performance.

SKIER ON THE GO

The next ski adventure is just around the corner.
Ski gear is completely packed in a Voyager travel bag,
anticipating the next destination. Whether by plane,
train, or automobile, Voyager is always ready to go.
Travel is nimble, easy and fast. No oversize luggage
lines, no equipment rental lines, Voyager is the express
lane from the living room to having fun on the slopes.

THE URBAN
TRAVELER

The connection from home to the ski resort has
never been easier. A compact Voyager 1 pair
ski bag easily loads into the car. No roof rack or
folding down the back seats necessary, enabling
a simple drive to the favorite ski destination and
discovering the best day on snow.

PURE BENEFIT

The result is a ski that allows you to bypass the
wait at the oversize luggage belt or tedious queue
in the rental shop. A ski that allows you to carve
up groomers, float through powder, attack moguls
and fit into the trunk of your car with plenty of room
to spare for other luggage. It’s designed to fit the
needs of the traveling skier, that is passionate about
striking a balance between a busy schedule and a
healthy lifestyle.

State of
the Art Design

Functionality, intuition, and long-term quality are
the three main design drivers. Design emphasizes
usefulness in a way that concentrates on essentialonly aspects and makes the product self-explanatory
and intuitive. The ski delivers a never-seen-before
folding functionality, so part of design is in the role
of intuitive folding ability. The fold/unfold is achieved
by rotational moves to allow snow or ice to slide out
of the way. The areas that are exposed to folding &
rotation are designed with care for long-term usage,
even after countless repetition. Some design
elements were inspired by aviation iconography
as the ultimate mobility reference.

Product
specifications

The secret of the Voyager is Elan’s revolutionary
Connect Technology which uses a four-axis mechanism
that bonds and seals the ski together at the folding joint.
This combines with a carbon-reinforced fusion plate
that serves as a load-bearing platform for support. The
two components work together to provide rigidity to the
ski for superior performance, but also allow the ski to
fold into a compact, easy to transport package.
Handcrafted in the Slovenian Alps - the Voyager boasts
Elan’s unique Amphibio technology - a revolutionary
ski design that integrates both rocker and camber
profiles into dedicated left and right ski. The cambered
inside edge assures precision, edge grip and stability
- while a rockered outside edge is forgiving and makes
for buttery smooth transitions. Finally, the laminated
woodcore, Titanium reinforcement, Carbon box and
RST sidewall guarantee maximum hold from tip to tail.

Connect Technology
A highly advanced mechanism
that bonds and seals the ski
together at the folding joint.

ROCKER

ROCKER

CAMBER

CAMBER

ROCKER

ROCKER

Amphibio Technology
Easy turning & Edge grip

Connect Technology
All components slip together and
seal securely, making a structurally
strong, robust and lively ski for a
great experience.

VOYAGER
COLLECTION

VOYAGER
Black/GREEN/PINK
PROFILE

Amphibio
TECHNOLOGY

Amphibio Technology, Connect
Technology, Laminated woodcore,
Titanium reinforcement, Carbon Box
GEOMETRY

127 78 110
SKI LENGTH RADIUS

160 (12.6), 166 (13.7), 172 (14.9)
TRAVEL LENGTH

87, 90, 93
SYSTEM PLATE

Carbon reinforced Fusion plate
BINDINGS

EMX 12.0 GW Fusion X

SPEED

fast

slow

TERRAIN

powder

variable

groomed

SKI LEVEL

expert

advanced

intermediate

VOYAGER GEAR

Voyager gear redefines ski travel and storage
of ski equipment. The two Voyager bags are
designed for packing folded skis and poles.
Pack opens up new travel experiences from
home to a favourite ski resort while reducing
gear storage space between adventures.

Voyager
TRAVEL BAG

Voyager
1-PAIR SKI BAG

The world’s most space-efficient and
stylish roller ski bag designed to transport
and travel with Elan’s Voyager skis, poles,
and much more all in one bag!

The world’s most premium and sleek
ski bag specially designed to carry Elan’s
Voyager skis and poles. The compact
size bag is perfect for easy and
convenient travel.

FEATURES

Split Large Two Main Compartments,
Two Zippered front pockets, Extendable
handle, Silent wheels, Carrying handles,
Two Internal mesh pockets, Name
tag pocket

FEATURES

Large Main Compartment, Two Zippered,
Front pockets, Internal mesh pocket,
Detachable shoulder strap, Carrying
handles

MEASUREMENTS

MEASUREMENTS

Check-in approved: w+d+h < 156 cm
Size: 100x25x31 cm, Volume: 75L,
Weight: 7 kg

Check-in approved: w+d+h < 156 cm,
Size: 100×26×18 cm, Volume: 34L,
Weight: 1.7 kg

COLOR

COLOR

Black / Elan Green details

Black / Elan Green details

MATERIAL

MATERIAL

Highly Resistant Polyester
(Polyester 600D), PVC

Highly Resistant Polyester
(Polyester 600D), PVC

Voyager
ROD
Type: Adult, Length: 95-130cm
(Telescopic), Shaft: Alu 7075/Carbon,
Tube: Ø 16/14mm, Lever system:
Aluminium, Grip: Bulwark Cork BIC
Grip, Strap: Elan Velcro Strap, Basket:
Removable basket 50 mm + e-basket
carbide tip TS, Material: 16mm - alu
7075, 14mm - carbon

VOYAGER
SNOW REMOVAL
BRUSH*
Conveniently remove snow from skis
after use.

VOYAGER
DRYING CLOTH*
To dry your skis before storage.

* Both items are
included in Travel
and 1-pair ski bags

HOW TO USE
YOUR VOYAGER SKI

IMPORTANT NOTE: Before first use, please visit your
local Elan certified dealer for binding adjustment.
You can find Elan dealers on elanskis.com/dealers.
All operations regarding folding and un-Folding of
Voyager skis are toolless. Do not use excessive force
while assembling or disassembling skis, all steps are
easily performed.
01

Slide the lever with your thumb towards
the binding and lift with the index finger.

UNLOCK
2

LIFT

1

1

SLIDE

SLIDE

02

Unfold the skis.

UNFOLD

LIFT

2

03

Rotate the binding plate
and align it with the skis.

ROTATE & ALIGN

04

Slide the lever with your thumb towards
the binding and press it down.

LOCK
2

PRESS

2

PRESS

1

1

SLIDE

SLIDE

05

Press the brake pedal firmly and move
the lever down to the horizontal position.

HEEL
PRESS AND HOLD
THE BRAKE PEDAL
1

HEEL

SLOWLY RELEASE
THE BRAKE PEDAL
3

2
MOVE THE
LEVER DOWN

THE GAME CHANGER

Voyager is a highly innovative product that Elan focused
on in the last decade. It proves that Elan is the leading
innovation brand in the ski industry.
Voyager is the first fully functional alpine folding ski, that
carves the groomers like a race piste ski and handles
any terrain with ease. Elan’s revolutionary Connect
Technology has made folding skis easy and efficient for
transport without sacrificing performance on the slopes.
This innovative technology is so good, that even the
most experienced skiers’ minds were blown away when
we showed them the skis folded after they skied them.
Elan’s unique Amphibio Profile, Laminated wood core,
Titanium reinforcement, Carbon box, and RST sidewall
guarantee the performance you expect from Elan,
while a specially designed Fusion plate and Connect
Technology structures are integral to skis’ performance,
while still allowing it to fold.

THE INNOVATION
HERITAGE
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Skiing is our passion, it always has been and always
will be. That is why we think, invent, and never
stop. They say that the list of Elan innovations that
profoundly changed the way we ski today is very
long, but we don’t think so. We keep on working and
creating. The first carving ski, the first of Amphibio
technology skis using dedicated left and right ski,
Fusion - the first integrated ski binding in the world,
the lightest women’s skis in the world and on and on.
But it is still not enough. Meet the new Voyager
folding ski - built for new adventures for you, us
and our friends.
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HISTORY

For more than 75 years, Elan has been at the
forefront of ski industry innovation, and the
technology packed into the Voyager further
cements this legacy. The design team spent
years fine-tuning the Voyager at their HQ in
the Slovenian Alps to be sure it delivers the
level of excellence Elan is renowned for.

Always Good Times

Elan is a dedicated ski manufacturer in the Slovenian
Alps, with more than 75 years of experience handcrafting the best skis in the world for friends and
families who live the skiing lifestyle. Earning praise
year after year in test results and design awards,
Elan’s innovative product is a reflection of the brand’s
heritage and dedication to not just building skis, but
building better skis to produce lifetime experiences in
the mountains.
Good times is what Elan is all about, and the best
times are those spent with friends and family in the
mountains. Whether it’s a family weekend road trip
to your favorite local destination or a backcountry
adventure with your best buddies, it’s always
good times when you surround yourself with
the ones you’re closest to.

Photo credits: Fred Murray & Steve Reid (cover photo), Fred Murray (Skier on the go), Samo Vidic, Elan Archive

www.elanskis.com

